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Index + 2 Index + 3 Index + 4 Index + 5 You can also use as a windows application from the command line, where as you can't from
the x64 version. These changes were made to avoid the x64 version crashing due to stack overflow, due to some x64 calling
convention crap. That is why we had to move some of the initialisation into other functions like MenuProcedure, MainProcedure. The
main reason for this was to get it more or less the same performance as the x86 version. In the following table you will find the
updates on the various features of the v5.0 but if you look at the highlights you will see that the changes are pretty minor and mostly
cosmetic. Highlights of v5.0 Main Menu System The Main Menu is now preloaded when accessing the program via the start menu or
the windows directory. Of course the Main Menu is now also preloaded when launching it via a shortcut or a command line. The Main
Menu is much more detailed now as you can search for an episode by its name, season or series number. You can also just have a
guess if you know the name of the series or the episode number. It also gives you the option to select the language and the region. The
Main Menu now also gives you the option to join a chat room and if enabled, the streamer's chat room as well. Control Panel There is
a new control panel available in the options menu that contains the following features. Streams. This is the Streams view. It displays
the streams you currently have joined to, as well as the ones you are currently watching. Streams (detail) view. This shows the
streams you currently have joined to, as well as the ones you are currently watching. Shared streams. This shows the streams that can
be watched by all currently active users. Room members. This shows the members of the chat room that you are currently watching,
or the most recently added chat room member. Enable streaming. This shows if your stream is streaming. This can be useful if you
stream
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